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Abstract

The adoption of artificial intelligence and machine learning (AI/ML) in science1

domains is increasing at a rapid pace. This includes integration of AI/ML in2

several science simulations for biology, chemistry, material science and cosomology.3

However, modern ML and traditional scientific high-performance computing (HPC)4

tend to use completely different software ecosystems. In this work, we show5

that a compiler-based approach can bridge the gap between ML frameworks and6

scientific software with less developer effort and better efficiency. We use the Multi-7

level Intermediate Representation (MLIR) ecosystem to compile a pre-trained8

convolutional neural network (CNN) in PyTorch to freestanding C++ source code9

in the performance portable Kokkos programming model. Our compiler-generated10

Kokkos and C++ source code can be directly integrated into any Kokkos-based11

science application with no dependencies on Python or cross-language interfaces.12

In addition, this provides an easy path to support accelerators from AMD, Intel,13

and NVIDIA as Kokkos provides backends to them.14

1 Introduction15

Physics-informed AI/ML is becoming another tool in the tool box in the hard sciences like classical16

mechanics, magnetohydrodynamics, density functional theory, molecular dynamics, chemistry and17

electronic circuits. Several of these applications focus on numerical simulation of some physical18

phenomena. Such simulations are computationally demanding especially for high fidelity needs.19

Machine learning (ML) techniques like deep neural networks (DNNs) can help with some of these20

challenges. For example, DNNs were used as a surrogate for the computational bottleneck of density21

functional theory (DFT), allowing the electronic structure of a molecule to be determined efficiently22

from just its atomic configuration [3]. In a multiscale simulation, the first-principle calculation is23

replaced by the ML surrogate within a larger scale simulations for phenomena at the mesoscale or24

macroscale.25

Unfortunately, most scientific applications are written in C++ while the state-of-the-art ML frame-26

works like PyTorch and TensorFlow provide their first-class interfaces in Python. Interoperating27

between C++ and Python usually requires significant boilerplate and developer effort. In this work,28

we show that a compiler can completely bypass the gap between C++ and Python, while yielding29

additional benefits in portability, efficiency and safety. Instead of calling low level functions in an30

ML framework from a C++ application (e.g., the mesoscale or macroscale simulation), we allow the31

developer to write ML-related functions in native Python, and then automatically compile that Python32

to Kokkos-based C++ source code, which can be integrated directly into scientific applications as if it33

had been written by hand. Kokkos [7] is a shared-memory parallel programming model for C++ that34

is designed for high performance across a variety of CPU and GPU architectures. To implement the35
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compilation pipeline, we use the MLIR (Multi-Level Intermediate Representation) library within the36

LLVM project [4].37

Python’s popular ML frameworks like PyTorch [5] and TensorFlow [1] are two early users of MLIR.38

An existing extension for PyTorch called torch-mlir provides the functionality to generate an MLIR39

function from a model. We used a pre-trained image classification CNN model from PyTorch,40

ResNet18, as the target for testing our compiler. We were successful in creating a fully automated41

pipeline that generates working Kokkos C++ source code from the PyTorch model. This code can42

successfully perform ResNet18 inference on real images when integrated into a standalone C++43

program. This transformation also allows transforming Python sources to multiple hardware targets44

such as CPUs and GPUs. Kokkos uses template meta-programming to support serial, OpenMP45

threads, CUDA, HIP and SYCL backends. We demonstrate transformations to serial, OpenMP and46

CUDA backends of Kokkos.47

2 Methods48

The goal of this work was to investigate whether a compiler-based approach could resolve the issues49

with Python-C++ interoperability especially for use cases such as in multiscale simulations. This50

allows us to focus primarily on inference. For example, a microscale simulation surrogate can be51

trained offline. However, the trained model has to be deployed within a mesoscale or microscale52

simulation framework.53

To prove that such a compiler-based approach is actually feasible, we set out to construct a working54

compilation pipeline that can automatically expose some non-trivial machine learning functionality55

to a C++ application. A goal from the beginning was to leverage the MLIR library from the LLVM56

project [4].57

The core of MLIR is an abstract language specification that is similar to the LLVM IR, but builds upon58

it with higher-level constructs organized into various dialects. For example, a matrix-matrix multipli-59

cation can be expressed with a single “instruction” from the linear algebra dialect, linalg.matmul.60

Compared to a lower-level scalar IR like LLVM, MLIR retains high-level information about code61

behavior, enabling powerful compiler optimizations (e.g. fusion of linear algebra operations) that62

would otherwise be very difficult to perform safely on scalar LLVM code. In addition to the dialect63

specifications, MLIR includes built-in compiler transformations to replace instructions to equivalent64

but lower-level code (“lowering”). For example, a linalg.matmul instruction might be replaced65

with a triply-nested for loop which computes the result matrix one element at a time with scalar66

arithmetic.67

MLIR is just an intermediate representation with associated transformations and tooling. Creating an68

MLIR module from Python code (or code in any other programming language) is the responsibility of69

an external frontend. The two most popular machine learning frameworks, PyTorch and TensorFlow,70

currently provide such frontends. For the purposes of this project, PyTorch’s frontend (torch-mlir)71

was used as the first step in the compiler pipeline. This was convenient because torch-mlir provides a72

full example where the pre-trained ResNet18 image classification model is converted from PyTorch73

to freestanding MLIR, progressively lowered through a pipeline of built-in MLIR transformations,74

and finally just-in-time (JIT) compiled to native serial code using LLVM. Here, “freestanding” means75

that the MLIR code has no external dependencies - it no longer involves Python and it includes all76

constant data needed by the model such as the CNN weight matrices. Our objective was now to77

replicate this example but with parallel Kokkos C++ code as the final target instead of LLVM. We78

would also like to target at least two different types of parallelism in the generated code (OpenMP79

and CUDA).80

To get from MLIR to Kokkos, we used MLIR’s existing C++ emitter as a starting point. This emitter81

accepts a low-level subset of dialects and produces serial C++ source code. One of the dialects is82

EmitC, whose instructions directly map to C/C++ constructs like variable declarations and #include.83

We found that a higher-level set of dialects was a closer fit to the Kokkos model, however. The84

fundamental constructs in Kokkos are parallel kernels belonging to one of three patterns (for, reduce85

and scan), and multi-dimensional arrays (Kokkos::View) [7]. These constructs and the View are86

templated on how they have to be run (serial, OpenMP, CUDA), and where memory is (host, device,87

shared memory). MLIR has dialects and instructions that are equivalent to these constructs. The88

scf.parallel instruction executes some body of code for each element in a multi-dimensional iter-89
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Table 1: Examples of common MLIR instructions and their equivalents in Kokkos.

MLIR Kokkos

memref.store %100 %A[%1] A(i) = 100;
%0 = memref.alloc() : memref<200xf32> View<float[200]> v("v", 200);
scf.parallel(%arg1) = %1 to %2... parallel_for(RangePolicy<>...
%a = math.sqrt %b float a = Kokkos::sqrt(b);
%a = arith.subf %b, %c float a = b – c;

Table 2: A list of the most significant built-in MLIR and torch-mlir lowering transformations we
apply between the PyTorch frontend and the Kokkos emitter.

Transformation Name Effect

tm-tensor-bufferize Implement abstract PyTorch tensors as multidimen-
sional arrays in memory.

linalg-bufferize Implement 2D matrices and 1D vectors as arrays in
memory.

tm-tensor-to-loops Replace tensor arithmetic with loops and scalar arith-
metic.

convert-linalg-to-parallel-loops Replace linear algebra operations with parallel loops
and scalar arithmetic.

lower-affine Replace affine expressions (e.g. padded and strided
address calculations) with integer arithmetic.

ation space, just like a Kokkos::parallel_for. scf.parallel can optionally perform reduction90

to an output variable as well, becoming equivalent to Kokkos::parallel_reduce. The memref91

dialect provides several operations for operating on strongly typed multidimensional memory buffers,92

just like Kokkos::Views. Table 1 shows the equivalence between some MLIR instructions and93

Kokkos that we use in the Kokkos emitter. As in LLVM, names preceded by % in MLIR denote94

SSA (static single assignment) values. In the MLIR, type annotations are omitted here but are always95

present in real code. Table 2 describes the effects of some of the built-in transformations we use to96

generate MLIR in the desired dialects.97

Like the built-in C++ emitter, our Kokkos emitter performs an in-order walk of the MLIR syntax98

tree and emits the C++ code for one instruction at a time. The SSA form of MLIR makes this99

straightforward – we simply store the result of each instruction in a new C++ variable, and later rely100

on the C++ compiler’s optimization to keep variables alive for only the duration they are needed. The101

one exception is that for scalar constants (arith::constant), each reference to the SSA variable is102

replaced by its value as a literal. This improves performance when using the CUDA backend because103

the compiler does not propagate host constants into device code (see Table 3 for the speedup of this104

optimization). Assigning one Kokkos::View to another does an inexpensive shallow copy operation105

with reference counting, so memory management and safety do not cause any issues. Globally scoped106

Views (such as the constants for the model) are allocated and filled during a module initialization107

function and deallocated during a finalization function. These Views cannot simply alias constant108

arrays within the library since they may end up in GPU memory. Views in GPU memory cannot be109

allocated until after Kokkos has been initialized at runtime.110

The main pipeline is complete once the Kokkos C++ code has been written to a file. For the111

purposes of testing, a Kokkos backend class was created in Python. This backend works as a drop-in112

replacement for the JIT RefBackend of torch-mlir. Given an MLIR module from the PyTorch frontend113

and a location where Kokkos is installed, our backend automatically goes through the steps needed to114

actually run the generated code:115

• Execute the transformation pipeline described above116

• Emit Kokkos C++ to a file in a known location117

• Compile the Kokkos C++ into a shared library with the addition of a CTypes-friendly118

wrapper (tensors are in the form of raw host pointers and sizes, and function names are not119

mangled)120
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Figure 1: Full compiler pipeline from PyTorch to natively compiled Kokkos C++, and the automati-
cally generated Python wrapper module.

• Generate a Python wrapper module using the CTypes API, which accepts tensors as NumPy121

arrays122

• Import the module (this loads the shared library, which in turn initializes Kokkos)123

This extended pipeline is useful for testing because the resulting wrapper module provides an identical124

interface to the example PyTorch to LLVM JIT backend. In the case of the ResNet18 example, using125

our code is as simple as:126

import kokkosModule127

probabilities = kokkosModule.forward(image)128

where “image” is a preprocessed NumPy array representing the pixel values of the input, and129

“probabilities” is the resulting vector of probabilities that the image belongs to each class. This vector130

can be directly compared with the one returned by the interpreted PyTorch model, or the LLVM JIT131

version of the model. Figure 1 outlines the overall pipeline, and also shows the full annotated source132

code of the Python wrapper module for ResNet18. We show the example transformed to serial C++133

backend and OpenMP and CUDA backends of Kokkos.134

3 Results and Future Work135

The primary result of this work is the confirmation that a compiler-based approach can be used to136

bridge the language gap between ML frameworks in Python and scientific applications in C++. To the137

best of our knowledge, this project is the first example of a compiler that maps high-level operations138

like convolutions to a portable programming model like Kokkos. Although our Kokkos emitter is139

only a prototype, it is general enough to work with any MLIR program that has been transformed140

into the subset of dialects our emitter expects (scf, arith, memref, etc.). To be production-ready,141

the compiler should be packaged into a single executable, rather than as multiple components split142

across different parts of the MLIR repository. In the future, other frontends beyond PyTorch and143

torch-mlir can be supported. TensorFlow [1] and JAX [2] can both be compiled to high-performance144

native code through the IREE compiler [6], which is also based on MLIR. As in this project, we145

could compile Python programs to Kokkos C++ source code by using the right sequence of lowering146

transformations and our Kokkos emitter. Alternatively, the full capabilities of IREE could be used to147

produce native binaries and a separate MLIR pass could generate interfaces for seamless integration148

with scientific applications.149

Another area needing improvement is the efficiency of the generated code. Although linear algebra and150

tensor operations can be expressed as multidimensional parallel for loops, such naïve implementations151
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Table 3: The time per inference on four different implementations of ResNet18.

ResNet18 Implementation Inference Time (s)

Interpreted PyTorch 0.357
LLVM JIT (RefBackend) 14.9
Kokkos (OpenMP, 8 Threads) 14.2
Kokkos (Cuda) 0.918
Kokkos (Cuda) w/ Constant Prop. 0.722

do not make effective use of caches or GPU scratchpad memory. Hand-optimized tensor kernels152

that use explicit tiling could be a major improvement (e.g. the cuDNN library). Rather than lower153

every tensor and linear algebra operation to a parallel loop, an extra transformation could be inserted154

to detect the operations for which optimized kernels are available and replace them with calls to155

those kernels instead. The ResNet18 example would benefit especially from 2D convolutions being156

optimized in this way.157

Table 3 shows the times to execute 3 different implementations of ResNet18 inference: interpreted158

PyTorch, the LLVM JIT backend, and our Kokkos backend compiled for CPU and GPU. The PyTorch159

and LLVM JIT versions were run on a single Intel Skylake CPU core (Xeon W-2155), while the160

Kokkos versions enabled either the OpenMP backend (8 threads on the same CPU) or the Cuda161

backend (Quadro P2000 GPU). Although the Kokkos version is slower than the interpreted PyTorch162

version, our module compiled for Cuda (especially with scalar constant propagation) is faster than163

the serial LLVM JIT code. ResNet18 provides a benchmark to develop optimizations in the future164

beyond our initial proof-of-concept compiler.165

4 Conclusion166

Physics-informed AI/ML is becoming an important tool for computational science across many167

domains, from molecular dynamics to electronic circuit design. ML is being used to learn the168

behavior of physical systems so accurately that some first-principle numerical computations can be169

replaced by model inference at a much lower computational cost [3]. However, scientific computing170

work favors a C++ software ecosystem, while modern machine learning is best done in Python. There171

are several ways to interface between the two languages but all of them require the tedious process of172

explicitly defining the interface of each function to be called from the other language.173

We demonstrate that a compiler using MLIR can automate this process. Domain scientists can174

exchange data seamlessly between simulation code in C++ and machine learning models from Python.175

Our compiler can take a general PyTorch model and generate parallel, portable C++ source code176

that uses the Kokkos programming model, making it trivial to integrate into existing Kokkos-based177

applications that can run on different CPUs and GPUs.178
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